HOW TO BUILD A HOSPITAL

Most people never get a chance to work on a hospital redevelopment, so starting the process can seem like a confusing and daunting task.

To help explain it step-by-step, our project team is creating a video called How to build a Hospital.

It’s a beginner’s guide to how we plan, design and create facilities. In the last decade there has also been a major re-evaluation of the role of patients, carers, visitors and community members in planning hospital services and facilities.

The project team has recorded WSLHD Consumer Council member Dr June Heinrich as well as Pathology HR Consultant Sarah Sanders. The video will help explain why it’s critical to work together as partners in planning. Stay tuned!

ADHC HANDOVER TO TRANSFORM WESTMEAD

Last week, Ageing, Disability and Home Care (ADHC) handed over the first stage of its Westmead site to Health for redevelopment.

Westmead Redevelopment Team members Frank Princi and Tim Shoolman helped prepare the food to say thank you and farewell to the ADHC staff.

The site has now been fenced ready for the start of the major early and enabling works.

Lights, Camera, Action..... Behind the scenes with Pathology West’s Scientist Joseph Manho and HR Consultant Sarah Sanders as they film a segment for the How To Build a Hospital video with WSLHD Corporate Communications Audio Visual Specialist Carlos Furtado